2018 QC NAME DAY SWAP RULES



You send 11 identical items, and will get 10 different items back. The 1 additional item
will be used for QC fundraising and to offset the cost of shipping the swaps you receive
back to you. You do not have to pay for return shipping...even if you live outside the
US. Your swaps should have a value of $7.50 each.



You do NOT need to sign up to participate! When I receive your swaps I’ll know you are
participating.



Send your swaps to Janet Smith:
 Janet Smith
 5136 Lost Padre Mine Rd.
 Las Cruces, NM 88011



The theme for this year’s NAME Day is The Bedroom Part III, The Desk so you will want
to plan your swaps with that theme in mind. Think of all things having to do with desks
(though a computer is included with the QC kit, so maybe avoid that!).



All swaps are to be of a completely finished item. UNFINISHED KITS WILL NOT BE
ACCEPTED – PERIOD! PRINTIES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED (unless as a part of the swap
– say framed prints, or printies that have been made as a part of a larger item). All
unacceptable items will be returned to the sender.



Think small. Your 11 swaps should fit into a small priority mail box (8 1/2" x 5 1/2" x 1
3/4") or something of similar size.



Pack your swaps individually in a small protective container (small pill container,
bubble wrap and baggies, small plastic box.) You want the swap you spent so much
time making to arrive unbroken.



I strongly encourage you NOT to use tape in your packaging as it tends to come undone
and then stick everything except what you wanted it to.



Include your name and email address on each item so that the receiver will know who
to thank .



I must have your swaps in hand (not in the mail) by September 1, 2018 - Period! All
swaps that arrive after the that date will be returned to the sender.



Please feel free to email me with any additional questions: Janet Smith at
desertminis@gmail.com

